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"On-premise alcohol sales continue to grow despite falling
volume consumption indicating that consumers are
ordering fewer but more expensive drinks when they go
out. Meals and celebrations are the most common reason
why consumers drink on premise and bars can increase
alcohol sales by providing consumers with a unique eating/
drinking experience."
- Caleb Bryant, Senior Foodservice Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

A third of consumers are at home relaxers
On-premise beer consumption drops
Regular wine drinkers are brand agnostic
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NCD and imported beer have brand loyalists
Mood and occasions determine what drinks consumers order

Alcohol Consumed on Premise
Beer is the most consumed alcoholic beverage on premise
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Millennials are the primary consumers of all drinks
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Women and men have very different drinking preferences
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Cool cocktails appeal to social media users
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Non-switchers are loyal to non-craft domestic beer
Figure 52: Alcohol consumed on premise, by switching segmentation, June 2017

Venue Appeal
Consumers are most interested in restaurant bars
Figure 53: Venue appeal, June 2017
Millennials find a variety of venues appealing
Figure 54: Venue appeal, by generation, June 2017
More experiential venues may appeal to women
Figure 55: Venue appeal, by gender, June 2017
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Nightclubs popular among Hispanic consumers
Figure 57: Venue appeal, by race/ethnicity, June 2017
Venue preferences vary by drinker types
Craft beer drinkers prefer less-noisy establishments
Figure 58: Venue appeal, indexed against all AFH drinkers, by beer type drinkers, June 2017
Venues can capitalize on the popularity of sparkling wine
Figure 59: Venue appeal, by wine type drinkers, June 2017
Large cross-over for craft drinkers
Figure 60: Venue appeal, by select spirit type drinkers, June 2017
Energy seekers are club-goers
Figure 61: Venue appeal, by alcohol attitudes, June 2017
Drink switchers are also open minded when it comes to venues
Figure 62: Venue appeal, by switching segmentation, June 2017
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Drink Brand Loyalty: Beer and Wine
Consumers are loyal to non-craft and imported beer brands
Figure 63: Drink brand loyalty: Beer and wine, among drink type drinkers, June 2017
Older consumers have their beer preferences
Figure 64: Drink brand loyalty: Beer and wine, among drink type drinkers by age, “any loyalty,” June 2017

Drink Brand Loyalty: Spirits
Whiskey drinkers are the most brand loyal
Figure 65: Drink brand loyalty: Spirits, rebased among drinkers, June 2017

Drinking Behaviors
Drink choice is highly mood dependent
Figure 66: Drinking behaviors, June 2017
Many consumers don’t switch drinks
Figure 67: Switching behaviors, June 2017
Women may respond to occasion-based promotions
Figure 68: Drinking behaviors, by gender, June 2017
Figure 69: Drinking behaviors, by gender and age, June 2017
Millennials are experimental drinkers
Figure 70: Drinking behaviors, by generation, June 2017
Figure 71: Switching behaviors, by generation, June 2017
NCD beer drinkers are most likely to be non-switchers
Figure 72: Switching behaviors, by beer type drinkers, June 2017

Drinking Occasions by Drink Type
Methodology
Consumers chose drinks for specific occasions
Figure 73: Correspondence analysis – Drinking occasions, June 2017
Figure 74: Drinking occasions by drink type, June 2017
Beverage drinking occasions vary by demographics
Figure 75: Drinking occasions – Any beer, by age, June 2017

Drinking Occasions: Any Drink Type
Drinking tends to center around meals and celebrations
Figure 76: Drinking occasions, any drink, June 2017
Millennials are more likely to drink across occasions
Figure 77: Drinking occasions, any drink, by generation, June 2017
At home relaxers will indulge on certain occasions
Figure 78: Drinking occasions, any drink, by alcohol attitudes, June 2017

On-premise Alcohol Attitudes
A third of consumers prefer a relaxing drink at home
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Figure 79: On-premise alcohol attitudes, June 2017
Younger women utilize ride sharing services
Figure 80: On-premise alcohol attitudes, by gender and age, June 2017
Boomers prefer to drink at home
Figure 81: On-premise alcohol attitudes, by generation, June 2017
Those in cities are most motivated by social media
Figure 82: On-premise alcohol attitudes, by area, June 2017
Switchers experiment on premise
Figure 83: On-premise alcohol attitudes, by switcher segmentation, June 2017
Craft cocktail drinkers enjoy experimenting
Figure 84: On-premise alcohol attitudes, by drink type drinkers, June 2017

Behavioral/Attitudinal Drinker Demographic Profiles
Demographic profile: Switching behaviors
Figure 85: Switcher segmentation profile, index against all AFH drinkers
Demographic profile: Energy seekers, connected social media users, and at home relaxers
Figure 86: Alcohol attitudes profile, index against all AFH drinkers,
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Figure 87: Median HH income, by race and Hispanic origin of householder, 2015
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Figure 88: Total US sales and forecast of on-premise alcohol, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2012-22
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